Scarlet Cox for Accommodation

What I want to do
By the end of my time as accommodation officer I’ll aim to make the room reviews more than
just a spreadsheet that isn’t easy to read. At the moment it contains loads of information but
could be presented in a much clearer way.
My idea is to have, either as a downloadable powerpoint or part of the JP website, a map of
Cambridge that highlights the locations of the different hostels/rooms. You can then click on a
hostel to take you to a hostel overview that gives you information on the hostel including the
room plans. When you click on a room it will bring up the current reviews and pictures.
Hopefully this will make choosing a room much simpler. I’ll also aim to update this with which
rooms are taken after each ballot meeting takes place.
I’ll continue to collect pictures of all the available rooms and make sure they’re available for
everyone to see.
Ensure everyone can find the ballot system information on the JP website and make sure the
accommodation section of the Pembroke website has a link to view this as I believe it’s much
easier to understand.

Why me?
I’m a Compsci, I want to make the balloting system a lot
simpler and believe that bringing more of it online should be
the way to do this.
I’m really keen and love spending time not doing my work.
Therefore, I’ll put loads of time into this and have fun doing it.
I really want to be involved with the JPC, in addition to
organising accommodation I’d love to be able to take part in
as much as I can (and for some reason I think working at a
BOP sounds like the best job ever.)
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